Weight Scale User Manual
Bed Board Operating Instructions：

No. 1 button function is to open or close the lifting movements of the back. When you enter this button. When this key is
pressed, the screen will show whether the back function is on or off. When this function is turned off, No.4 and No.7 button
on the headboard are stop working and the corresponding function button on the Side Rail also stop working. When you press
the No.4 and No.7 button, the system will prompt the function has been closed.

When the No. 1 Button is opening. Press No.4 is Head-up Function, press No.7 is Head-down Function.

No. 2 button function is to open or close the leg function action.When you press this button, the screen also shows
whether the leg function is on or off. When this function is turned off, NO.5 and NO.8 button on the headboard will be
stop working and the buttons on the guard rail will be stop working also. In this case press NO.5 or NO.8 button, the
system will prompt you that the function has been closed.

When the No. 2 Button is opening. Press No.5 is Leg-up Function, press No.8 is Leg-down Function.

No. 3 button function is to open or close the leg function action. When you press this button, the screen will show whether
the tilt function is on or off. When the function is turned off, NO.6 and NO.9 button on the headboard will stop working.The
corresponding tilt button on the Side Rail will also stop working, and when you press the NO.6 or NO.9 Button, the system
will prompt you to tilt the function has been closed.

When the No. 2 Button is opening. Press No.5 is Leg-up Function, press No.8 is Leg-down Function

ESN Button is to turn on or off the overall lift function. When this function button is pressed, the screen will show whether
the overall lift function is on or off. When this function is turned off, NO.0 and ENT buttons on the Bed board will be stop
working and the corresponding overall lift function button on the Side Rail will also be disabled.At this time when you press
NO.0 or ENT Button, the system will prompt the overall lift has been closed.

When ESC is on, press the NO.0 to raise the bed, press

ENT to decrease the bed.

Power indicator

Out of bed instructions

Weight hold indication

Power indicator: This light will be on when the system is powered

Out of bed instructions：Press

+

Its to open or close the bed alarm. In the case of opening the patient off

the bed alarm function, when the patient left the bed, the lights will flash, and the system will issue an alarm sound.
Weight Hold Indication: When you need to add items to your bed, or if you need to remove some items from your
bed,You should press
operation is completed, press

, When the right indicator light up and then increase or decrease the items，After the
to turn off the right indicator, The system will enter the weighing state.

Shift Button: when this button and other buttons combinations, there will be some other features.
: SPAN Button: Its the button used to calibrate the weight
: Power Button: 5 minutes after the system is not used, the system will automatically shut down; to re-use must
press the power button

Weighing operation instructions
1. Turn off first, press (Shift + ENTER) , press it, do not keep press for long time, press (SPAN) again.
2. Reboot. Press the power button，When hear "di" or see the indicator light on , that means has been turned on. After
boot, the screen display (as shown below), Then it must be within 10 seconds to operate according to the third step,
after 10 seconds, it will come back from beginning.

Start Bar

3. Before the start bar is not completely finished, Keep Press（Shift+ESC) don’t move,until the system displays the
following picture:

-

4.

Press NO.8 to enter the calibration state, Appears as shown below,Default is 400 (maximum load of 400 kg)

5. Press NO.9 to confirm, the system enters the zero confirmation interface, as shown below:

6. Press NO.9 to confirm the zero point, the system enters the weight weight setting interface, as shown below:

7. Press (8) key, as shown below, has entered the calibration state (calibration weight, Such as electronic weighing out
of factory before calibration). Enter the weight of the weight (in kilograms, the “weight” can be a person or an object,
but be sure to know the true weight as a "weight" person or object. The best way is to weigh, weigh the weight after
weighing is the weight of the calibration. Such as "weight" is two people, that is the sum of the weight of two people.
Select the weight of weight, The closer to the maximum load weight, the more accurate. In principle, the weight of the
weight to be greater than 100 kg, less than 200 kg.

The method of digital input is enter (8)key, The cursor first stay in the hundred digits, Press (8) key to ten digits, Press
(8)key again is digits. Press (7)key to increase the value, press one time to add a value, then press again to add a value
until you modify the value we need.
-

8. After the calibration is completed,Put the "weight" in bed, "weight" is best placed in the middle of the bed.
9.When the bed is stable, "Stable" text does not flash, press (9) key, appears as shown below: that calibration is
complete.

10. And then press (shift + SPAN) appears as shown below:

Save calibration related parameters, "weight" can be put down.
11. Finally press (Shift+7) to be ZERO, Press (shift + 7) will appear as shown below:

12. If check the settings correct or not, put the “weight” first, make sure whether the same as the set weight,then

add the person or object that knows the actual weight,If it is the same as the actual weight of the known, it means
that the setting is correct (it is best to test a few different weights or objects).
Note: There is no patient lying on the bed If the displayed weight is insufficient, press (shift + 7) to clear. Usually in the
replacement of fixed objects on the bed (such as mattresses, quilts, pillows and other objects) will affect the weight of
the bed changes, the weight will increase or decrease, affecting the actual weighing effect, at this time to press (shift +7)
in time to clear immediately. Weighing bed weighing error between ± 1 kg This is normal, For example, when the
object in the bed does not increase or decrease, the display shows -0.5 kg or 0.5 kg, which is within the normal error
range.
13. Press (Shift + 1) to save the current bed weight
14. Press (Shift + 2) to turn on / off the bed alarm
-

15. Press KEEP to save weight. When adding or reducing objects on a bed, press the KEEP key to increase or decrease
the item,Press the KEEP button again to exit. So it will not affect the actual weighing.
16. Press (Shift + 6) is the kilometer unit with the pound unit conversion.
Note: All two key operations must first press the Shift key, then press the other key to work.

-

